
PHP

Basic Aspects of PHP 

1. What is PHP?

 PHP stands for “PHP Hypertext Processor”. This coding language is compatible with almost all servers 
used today. It supports a wide range of databases and runs on various platforms. PHP is free to download 
and easy to learn. It is extremely popular and very powerful, running on major websites like WordPress and 
Facebook.
 PHP can be used for creating, opening, reading, writing, deleting and closing files on the server. It is also 
capable of generating dynamic page content, collecting form data, sending and receiving cookies, adding, 
deleting and modifying data in your database, restricting user access to some pages on your website and 
encrypting data. PHP is well suited for web development and can be embedded into HTML.

2. Describe briefly the history of PHP.

 PHP was created in 1994 by Rasmus Lerdorf who originally designed the code as a way too keep track 
of visits to his online resume. The suite of scripts originally stood for “Personal Homepage Tools” or “PHP 
Tools”. Rasmus continued to expand the code, building upon its functionality. In June of 1995 he released the 
source code to the public. As an open-sourced coding language, PHP has undergone many enhancements 
and improvements over the last 20 years.

3. Describe general usage of PHP like server-side scripting, command-line scripting, and client-side GUI 
applications.

 Server-Side Scripting: This is the main target field for PHP. The following elements are required for 
server-side scripting: a PHP parser (CGI or server module), a web server and a web browser. 

 Command-Line Scripting: Makes it possible to run a PHP script without any server or browser. To use 
it this way, only a parser is needed. Command-lin scripting is ideal for scripts regularly executed using cron 
(on *nix or Linux) or Task Scheduler on Windows). It can also be used for simple text processing tasks.

 Client-Side GUI Applications: If you’re creating a desktop application with a graphical user interface or 
GUI, PHP is probably not the best language to use. However, if you are looking to add some advanced PHP 
features to your client-side applications, you can do so by using PHP-GTK. Cross-platform applications can 
also be written this way. PHP-GTK is an extension to PHP, not available in the general distribution.

4. Explain basic PHP syntax.

 A PHP script starts with </php and ends with ?>. PHP statements are terminated by semicolon (;). The 
closing tag of a block of PHP code also automatically implies a semicolon (so you do not have to have a semi 
colon terminating the last line of a PHP block.)
 The default file extension is “.php”. Normally, a PHP file contains HTML tags as well as some PHP 
scripting code. PHP script can be placed anywhere in the document. See the example below:

 <!DOCTYPE html>
 <html>
 <body>

 <?php
 echo "PHP script goes here";
 ?>

 </body>



 </body>
 </html>

5. Explain how PHP can be applied to a website.

 To start using PHP you’ll need to find a web host with PHP & MySQL support. Or you can install a web 
server on your own PC and then install PHP & MySQL. Because PHP is free, most web hosts offer PHP 
support. If your server has activated support for PHP, then you won’t need to do anything. You can just create 
some .php files, place them in your web directory and the server will automatically parse them. 
 If for some reason your server does not support PHP, you’ll have to install a web server, install PHP and 
install a database like MySQL. PHP.net is an excellent resource for PHP installation and background 
information.


